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extract valuable data from your social media sites and make better business decisions using r about this book explore the social media apis in r to capture data and
tame it employ the machine learning capabilities of r to gain optimal business value a hands on guide with real world examples to help you take advantage of the vast
opportunities that come with social media data who this book is for if you have basic knowledge of r in terms of its libraries and are aware of different machine
learning techniques this book is for you those with experience in data analysis who are interested in mining social media data will find this book useful what you will
learn access apis of popular social media sites and extract data perform sentiment analysis and identify trending topics measure ctr performance for social media
campaigns implement exploratory data analysis and correlation analysis build a logistic regression model to detect spam messages construct clusters of pictures
using the k means algorithm and identify popular personalities and destinations develop recommendation systems using collaborative filtering and the apriori
algorithm in detail with an increase in the number of users on the web the content generated has increased substantially bringing in the need to gain insights into the
untapped gold mine that is social media data for computational statistics r has an advantage over other languages in providing readily available data extraction and
transformation packages making it easier to carry out your etl tasks along with this its data visualization packages help users get a better understanding of the
underlying data distributions while its range of standard statistical packages simplify analysis of the data this book will teach you how powerful business cases are
solved by applying machine learning techniques on social media data you will learn about important and recent developments in the field of social media along with a
few advanced topics such as open authorization oauth through practical examples you will access data from r using apis of various social media sites such as twitter
facebook instagram github foursquare linkedin blogger and other networks we will provide you with detailed explanations on the implementation of various use cases
using r programming with this handy guide you will be ready to embark on your journey as an independent social media analyst style and approach this easy to follow
guide is packed with hands on step by step examples that will enable you to convert your real world social media data into useful practical information while sas and
spss have many things in common r is very different my goal in writing this book is to help you translate what you know about sas or spss into a working knowledge of
r as quickly and easily as possible i point out how they differ using terminology with which you are familiar and show you which add on packages will provide results
most like those from sas or spss i provide many example programs done in sas spss and r so that you can see how they compare topic by topic when finished you
should be able to use r to read data from various types of text files and sas spss datasets manage your data through transformations or recodes as well as splitting
merging and restructuring data sets create publication quality graphs including bar histogram pie line scatter regression box error bar and interaction plots perform
the basic types of analyses to measure strength of association and group differences and be able to know where to turn to cover much more complex methods this
book was written to provide resource materials for teachers to use in their introductory or intermediate statistics class the chapter content is ordered along the lines of
many popular statistics books so it should be easy to supplement the content and exercises with class lecture materials the book contains r script programs to
demonstrate important topics and concepts covered in a statistics course including probability random sampling population distribution types role of the central limit
theorem creation of sampling distributions for statistics and more the chapters contain t f quizzes to test basic knowledge of the topics covered in addition the book
chapters contain numerous exercises with answers or solutions to the exercises provided the chapter exercises reinforce an understanding of the statistical concepts
presented in the chapters an instructor can select any of the supplemental materials to enhance lectures and or provide additional coverage of concepts and topics in
their statistics book biometric authentication has been widely used for access control and security systems over the past few years the purpose of this book is to
provide the readers with life cycle of different biometric authentication systems from their design and development to qualification and final application the major
systems discussed in this book include fingerprint identification face recognition iris segmentation and classification signature verification and other miscellaneous
systems which describe management policies of biometrics reliability measures pressure based typing and signature verification bio chemical systems and behavioral
characteristics in summary this book provides the students and the researchers with different approaches to develop biometric authentication systems and at the
same time includes state of the art approaches in their design and development the approaches have been thoroughly tested on standard databases and in real world
applications for more than 40 years computerworld has been the leading source of technology news and information for it influencers worldwide computerworld s
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award winning site computerworld com twice monthly publication focused conference series and custom research form the hub of the world s largest global it media
network managing quality provides a comprehensive review and critical analysis of quality management discourses and techniques by drawing on a number of
management disciplines such as operations management hrm organizational behaviour strategy marketing and organization theory the book introduces readers to
key concepts and issues in quality management provides an overview of both managerial and critical perspectives on quality management presents the wisdom of
quality management gurus documents the way quality is pursued in manufacturing service and public sector organizations compares and contrasts hard and soft
technologies of quality management critically reviews the rhetoric of tqm and business process re engineering bpr examines the consequences of quality on
stakeholders scrutinizes the language of quality management documents the mundane nature of quality managemnt practices through the use of real life case studies
managing quality is an up to date and student centered treatment of quality management that will be essential reading for undergraduate students of operations and
quality management it will also be extremely relevant to all mba students and useful reading for students of hrm organization theory and the sociology of
organizations juniper networks secure access ssl vpn appliances provide a complete range of remote access appliances for the smallest companies up to the largest
service providers as a system administrator or security professional this comprehensive configuration guide will allow you to configure these appliances to allow
remote and mobile access for employees if you manage and secure a larger enterprise this book will help you to provide remote and or extranet access for employees
partners and customers from a single platform complete coverage of the juniper networks secure access ssl vpn line including the 700 2000 4000 6000 and 6000 sp
learn to scale your appliances to meet the demands of remote workers and offices use the new coordinated threat control with juniper networks idp to manage the
security of your entire enterprise this book outlines the new concept of user engineering and covers the diversity of users along with the business process that
includes the design and the user s experience processes although the concept of user experience ux has become popular the definition and the methodology are still
ambiguous user engineering is similar to the user centered design but differs in that its scope is not limited to the design process but concerns the whole
manufacturing process and the whole usage process i e the whole lifecycle of an artifact user s perspective is strongly emphasized in this book hence its stance is far
from that of the marketing approach that usually fails to notice the life and experiences of users after the purchase of an artifact as consumers theory of user
engineering differentiates between the quality in design and the quality in use and the objective quality characteristics and the subjective quality characteristics in
addition to the user research using ethnographic methods the author introduces a new approach based on the artifact evolution theory that can be adopted in the
planning stage a comprehensive and multidisciplinary view of the emerging paradigm of user and open innovation offering both theoretical and empirical perspectives
the last two decades have witnessed an extraordinary growth of new models of managing and organizing the innovation process that emphasizes users over
producers large parts of the knowledge economy now routinely rely on users communities and open innovation approaches to solve important technological and
organizational problems this view of innovation pioneered by the economist eric von hippel counters the dominant paradigm which cast the profit seeking incentives
of firms as the main driver of technical change in a series of influential writings von hippel and colleagues found empirical evidence that flatly contradicted the
producer centered model of innovation since then the study of user driven innovation has continued and expanded with further empirical exploration of a distributed
model of innovation that includes communities and platforms in a variety of contexts and with the development of theory to explain the economic underpinnings of
this still emerging paradigm this volume provides a comprehensive and multidisciplinary view of the field of user and open innovation reflecting advances in the field
over the last several decades the contributors including many colleagues of eric von hippel offer both theoretical and empirical perspectives from such diverse fields
as economics the history of science and technology law management and policy the empirical contexts for their studies range from household goods to financial
services after discussing the fundamentals of user innovation the contributors cover communities and innovation legal aspects of user and community innovation new
roles for user innovators user interactions with firms and user innovation in practice describing experiments toolkits and crowdsourcing and crowdfunding contributors
efe aksuyek yochai benkler james bessen jörn h block annika bock helena canhão jeroen p j de jong emmanuelle fauchart dominique foray nikolaus franke johann
füller helena garriga fred gault fredrik hacklin dietmar harhoff joachim henkel cornelius herstatt christoph hienerth venkat kuppuswamy karim r lakhani christopher
lettl christian lüthje ethan mollick hidehiko nishikawa alessandro nuvolari susumu ogawa pedro oliveira stefan perkmann berger frank piller christina raasch susanne
roiser fabrizio salvador pamela samuelson tim schweisfurth sonali k shah christoph stockstrom katherine j strandburg stefan thomke andrew w torrance mary tripsas
georg von krogh this book addresses the rapidly changing citizen roles in innovation technology adoption intermediation market creation and legitimacy building for
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low carbon solutions it links research in innovation studies sustainability transitions and science and technology studies and builds a new approach for the study of
user contributions to innovation and sociotechnical change citizen activities in energy transition gives detailed and empirically grounded overall appraisal of citizens
active technological engagement in the current energy transition in an era when internet connectivity has given rise to important new forms of citizen communities
and interactions it elaborates a new way to study users in sociotechnical change through long term ethnographic and historical research and reports its deployment in
a major decade long line of investigation on user activities in small scale renewables addressing user contributions from the early years to the late proliferation stages
of small scale renewable energy technologies s rets it offers a much needed empirical and theoretical understanding of the dynamics of the activities in which users
are engaged over the course of sociotechnical change including innovation adoption adjustment intermediation community building digital communities market
creation and legitimacy creation this work is a must read for those seeking to understand the role of users in innovation energy systems change and the significance
of new digital communities in present and future sociotechnical change academics policymakers and managers are given a new resource to understand the demand
side of sociotechnical change beyond the patterns of investment adoption and social acceptance that have traditionally occupied their attention technology doesn t
transform organizations people do in an era of technological and constant change companies are bombarded with urgent advice to become more agile lean and digital
billions are spent on digital transformation efforts with the promise that these efforts will increase competitive advantage yet even when only 30 percent of these
efforts succeed this hard won competitive advantage only lasts until the next disruption before the cycle repeats causing transformation fatigue the heart of
transformation breaks this cycle by suggesting that the pace and complexity of change is too great and too complex to be addressed by a single change effort or
transformation the answer lies in the organization s greatest asset its people in the face of complexity it is the people and their ability to adapt and learn that are the
true engine of organizational change the heart of transformation outlines the six human capabilities exploring before executing learning before knowing pathfinding
before path following changing before protecting innovating before replicating and humanizing before organizing that create competitive advantage for organizations
organically quickly and from the bottom up the book translates those capabilities into simple and immediately adoptable behaviors for leaders and every person in the
organization it offers a new standard for organizational excellence one that is dependent on the organization s ability to be deeply human instead of offering another
one size fits all solution the heart of transformation reveals that by leveraging our most human of capabilities organizations can change better faster and achieve
excellence much quicker than imagined learn php and mysql programming the quick and easy way easy visual approach uses demonstrations and real world
examples to guide you step by step through advanced techniques for dynamic development using php and mysql concise steps and explanations let you get up and
running in no time essential reference guide keeps you coming back again and again whether you re new to programming or an experienced veteran just needing to
get up to speed on php and mysql this book will teach you all you need to know including the latest changes in the languages and much more for more than 40 years
computerworld has been the leading source of technology news and information for it influencers worldwide computerworld s award winning site computerworld com
twice monthly publication focused conference series and custom research form the hub of the world s largest global it media network nanoparticles may be used in
industrial processes incorporated into consumer products or applied as biomedical agents isotopic radio labeling is one of the most powerful methods for nanoparticle
tracing in experimental studies this book presents an introduction to some commonly used nanomaterials describes various methods with which they may be
radiolabeled and provides illustrative examples of applications of the labeled particles finally it discusses the use of nanomaterials in radiotherapy the stable isotope
labeling technique and operational health and safety aspects related to the manipulation of nanoparticles in controlled areas the book will appeal to anyone involved
in nanotechnology molecular imaging radiochemistry and nanomedicine バックアップ活用テクニック は 1985年にスタートした雑誌 電子回路やプログラムの仕組みを理解して思い通りに改造する ハッカーの楽しみ を紹介する媒体でした 本
書は 当時の印刷物からスキャニングした電子書籍です バックアップ活用テクニック 通称 バッ活 は 1985年7月15日 月刊 ラジオライフ の別冊として誕生 不定期刊行を経て 15号から独立創刊 季刊化 さらに31号より隔月刊となり 1994年の38号まで発刊されました その後はタイトルを
ゲームラボ 通称 ゲーラボ としてリニューアル 98年には月刊化となります 総集編 の2冊と合わせると その数は実に40冊にのぼる バッ活 パソコンや家庭用ゲーム機が普及し 盛り上がりを見せていた時代の熱気を ぜひ感じてみてください 目次 巻頭カラー特集 x68000全機種スピードup化改造
pc エンジン duo 徹底分析 改造テク 保存版 x68000スピードup化大改造 super nesを解析 pc エンジン duo の実力を完全チェック アナログrgb化出力改造法 関連記事 x68000スピードup化大改造 x68000 xviハードディスク内蔵計画 関連記事 pc エンジン
duo の実力を完全チェック 関連記事 アナログrgb化出力改造法 sfcアダプターの製作 rgb出力変換アダプタの製作 copy cat通信 読者投稿プログラム集 pc 9801用 プリンセスメーカー データエディタ 98ノート用 98ノート専用fddケーブルの製作 pc 8801用 super
filer knight ver1 2va対応 x68000用 イース改造プログラム fm towns用 栄光は君に2 選手データエディタ ポピュラス キャラクターエディタ メガドライブ用 sビデオ出力化改造テク msx2用 ソーサリアン名前変更 能力 アイテム改造ツール basic拡張ツール
cmdモジュレータ 第3弾 msxにラベル処理を 構造化basicを シリーズ企画 ザ ゲーセン ゲームセンター機中古基板 販売店 価格表 ゲーム改造テクニック asp用ファイラー 栄冠は君に2 選手データエディタ ファイラーコレクション 本格的ハッカー養成講座 第19回 x1 ハッカー養成講
座 第11回 msx マシン語用語の基礎知識 バグ情報 青年の主張 ハード初級入門講座 電脳音楽倶楽部 a 舶来通信 アミガワールド インフォメーション リーダーズnet 再掲載人気投票 総目次 momentime 編集後記 編集部に現存する底本 最終原稿 が無いものについては編集途中の原稿を
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含む場合があります 一部に当時の印刷物による文字のかすれ 汚れ 欠損または文字の識別が難しい場合があります また 文字列のハイライトや検索 辞書の参照 引用などの機能は使用できません 記述は掲載当時の情報にもとづいています 価格 仕様の変更等が行われていたり サービスが終了している場合があ
ります 本書はあくまで報道の見地から 事実 を掲載したものです 事実 を実際に行い 万が一事故やトラブルに巻き込まれた場合でも 小社および筆者は一切の責任を負いかねます 本書に掲載された情報の取り扱いはすべて自己責任で行ってください fiscal health for local
governments offers a how to approach to identifying and solving financial problems its principal selling point lies in its assumptions instead of using the vocabulary
and research agendas of economist finance scholars and political scientists it will appeal to readers who lack sophisticated knowledge in these areas and nevertheless
need practical advice the book stems from the fiscal health education program an applied economics program at the university of minnesota it uses three measures of
fiscal health financial condition trend analysis and financial trend monitoring system as the basis for advocating particular fiscal strategies the book examines the
tools that can be used to assess the condition of a local government s fiscal health and some of the policy causes or remedies for certain situations as well as some of
the strategies governments can pursue to maintain and improve health it will serve as a primer for readers interested in understanding financial processes and
alternatives and as a practical guide for those who need access to fiscal measurement tools how to approach will appeal to readers who lack sophisticated knowledge
contains discussion questions and anonymous case studies of actual cities and municipalities presents practical methods for identifying and solving common fiscal
problems this book maps describes and further explores all contemporary forms of interaction between radio and its public with a specific focus on those forms of
content co creation that link producers and listeners each essay will analyze one or more case studies piecing together a map of emerging co creation practices in
contemporary radio contributors describe the rise of a new class of radio listeners the networked ones networked audiences are made up of listeners that are not only
able to produce written and audio content for radio and co create along with the radio producers even definitively bypassing the central hub of the radio station by
making podcasts but that also produce social data calling for an alternative rating system which is less focused on attention and more on other sources such as
engagement sentiment affection reputation and influence what are the economic and political consequences of this paradigm shift how are radio audiences perceived
by radio producers in this new radioscape what s the true value of radio audiences in this new frame how do radio audiences take part in the radio flow in this age are
audiences interactions and co creations overrated or underrated by radio producers to what extent listeners generated content can be considered a form of
participation or free labour exploitation what s the role of community radio in this new context these are some of the many issues that this book aims to explore visit
facebook com pages radio audience and participation in the age of network society 869169869799842 for the book s facebook page covers receipts and expenditures
of appropriations and other funds the series covers new developments in computer technology most chapters present an overview of a current subfield within
computers with many citations and often include new developments in the field by the authors of the individual chapters topics include hardware software theoretical
underpinnings of computing and novel applications of computers this current volume emphasizes architectural advances and includes five chapters on hardware
development games for mobile devices such as cell phones and open source software development the book series is a valuable addition to university courses that
emphasize the topics under discussion in that particular volume as well as belonging on the bookshelf of industrial practitioners who need to implement many of the
technologies that are described current information on power requirements for new processors development of games for devices with limited screen sizes e g cellular
telephones open source software development multicore processors learn best practices for building bots by focusing on the technological implementation and ux in
this practical book you will cover key topics such as setting up a development environment for creating chatbots for multiple channels facebook messenger skype and
kik building a chatbot design to implementation integrating to iftt if this then that and iot internet of things carrying out analytics and metrics for chatbots and most
importantly monetizing models and business sense for chatbots build better chatbots is easy to follow with code snippets provided in the book and complete code
open sourced and available to download with facebook opening up its messenger platform for developers followed by microsoft opening up skype for development a
new channel has emerged for brands to acquire engage and service customers on chat with chatbots what you will learn work with the bot development life cycle
master bot ux design integrate into the bot ecosystem maximize the business and monetization potential for bots who this book is for developers programmers and
hobbyists who have basic programming knowledge the book can be used by existing chatbot developers to gain a better understanding of analytics and the business
side of bots since publication of the first edition in 1988 this book has established itself as the premier reference text for nurses nursing administrators nursing
students and other health care professionals who seek a state of the art review of the role of it in the nursing profession the third edition of this seminal work keeps
readers at the forefront of the rapidly evolving field of nursing informatics examining new trends and thoroughly updating and revising all content new chapters
include selecting a nursing informatics consultant project management consumer informatics data mining education cme patient electronic medical imaging nursing
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informatics competencies telehealth and implications business process reengineering nursing s role in telehealth revised and significantly expanded the fifth edition of
this classic work offers both new and substantially updated information as the definitive reference on fire protection engineering this book provides thorough
treatment of the current best practices in fire protection engineering and performance based fire safety over 130 eminent fire engineers and researchers contributed
chapters to the book representing universities and professional organizations around the world it remains the indispensible source for reliable coverage of fire safety
engineering fundamentals fire dynamics hazard calculations fire risk analysis modeling and more with seventeen new chapters and over 1 800 figures the this new
edition contains step by step equations that explain engineering calculations comprehensive revision of the coverage of human behavior in fire including several new
chapters on egress system design occupant evacuation scenarios combustion toxicity and data for human behavior analysis revised fundamental chapters for a
stronger sense of context added chapters on fire protection system selection and design including selection of fire safety systems system activation and controls and
co2 extinguishing systems recent advances in fire resistance design addition of new chapters on industrial fire protection including vapor clouds effects of thermal
radiation on people bleves dust explosions and gas and vapor explosions new chapters on fire load density curtain walls wildland fires and vehicle tunnels essential
reference appendices on conversion factors thermophysical property data fuel properties and combustion data configuration factors and piping properties three
volume set not available separately this book constitutes the proceedings of the 17th international conference on information systems and applications wisa 2020
held in guangzhou china in september 2020 the 42 full papers and 16 short papers presented were carefully reviewed and selected from 165 submissions the papers
are grouped in topical sections on world wide web recommendation query processing and algorithm natural language processing machine learning graph query edge
computing and data mining data privacy and security and blockchain this book reviews the scientific evidence relevant to assessing the recidivism risk of sex
offenders as well as the issues related to sex offenders in considerable detail it is not an attempt for creating sympathy for sex offenders substantial numbers of
psychologists claim they can accurately identify the recidivism risk of sex offenders despite the very limited peer reviewed data related to these claims many
psychologists insist the scientific evidence supports their efforts in this regard too often the issues detailed in these chapters have been overlooked and or
misinterpreted as test and design for testability in mixed signal integrated circuits deals with test and design for test of analog and mixed signal integrated circuits
especially in system on chip soc where different technologies are intertwined analog digital sensors rf test is becoming a true bottleneck of present and future ic
projects linking design and test in these heterogeneous systems will have a tremendous impact in terms of test time cost and proficiency although it is recognized as
a key issue for developing complex ics there is still a lack of structured references presenting the major topics in this area the aim of this book is to present basic
concepts and new ideas in a manner understandable for both professionals and students since this is an active research field a comprehensive state of the art
overview is very valuable introducing the main problems as well as the ways of solution that seem promising emphasizing their basis strengths and weaknesses in
essence several topics are presented in detail first of all techniques for the efficient use of dsp based test and cad test tools standardization is another topic
considered in the book with focus on the ieee 1149 4 also addressed in depth is the connecting design and test by means of using high level behavioural description
techniques specific examples are given another issue is related to test techniques for well defined classes of integrated blocks like data converters and phase locked
loops besides these specification driven testing techniques fault driven approaches are described as they offer potential solutions which are more similar to digital test
methods finally in design for testability and built in self test two other concepts that were taken from digital design are introduced in an analog context and illustrated
for the case of integrated filters in summary the purpose of this book is to provide a glimpse on recent research results in the area of testing mixed signal integrated
circuits specifically in the topics mentioned above much of the work reported herein has been performed within cooperative european research projects in which the
authors of the different chapters have actively collaborated it is a representative snapshot of the current state of the art in this emergent field every 3rd issue is a
quarterly cumulation for more than 40 years computerworld has been the leading source of technology news and information for it influencers worldwide
computerworld s award winning site computerworld com twice monthly publication focused conference series and custom research form the hub of the world s largest
global it media network cognitive virtual bots are taking the technology and user experience world by storm this book provides clear guidance on how different
cognitive platforms can be used to develop cognitive virtual assistants that enable a conversation by using dialogflow and advanced natural language processing you
will start by understanding the technology landscape and various use cases that cognitive virtual assistants can be used in early chapters will take you through the
basics of cognitive virtual assistants before moving onto advanced concepts and hands on examples of using ibm watson assistant and its advanced configurations
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with watson discovery services watson knowledge studio and spellchecker service you ll then examine integrations that enrich the cognitive virtual assistant by
providing data around weather locations stock markets the book concludes by providing a glimpse of what to expect in the future for cognitive virtual assistants what
you ll learn review the fundamentals of cognitive virtual assistants develop a cognitive virtual assistant from scratch using ibm watson platform integrate and enrich
your virtual agent with other services such as weather location and stocks instantly deliver your bot on major messaging channels such as skype sms and
webchattrain your cognitive virtual agent on specific use cases who this book is forai and machine learning engineers cognitive solutions architects and developers
would find the book extremely useful explore expert tips and techniques to effectively manage the security compliance and identity features within your microsoft 365
applications purchase of the print or kindle book includes a free pdf ebook key features discover techniques to reap the full potential of microsoft security and
compliance suite explore a range of strategies for effective security and compliance gain practical knowledge to resolve real world challenges book description the
microsoft 365 security compliance and identity administration is designed to help you manage implement and monitor security and compliance solutions for microsoft
365 environments with this book you ll first configure administer identity and access within microsoft 365 you ll learn about hybrid identity authentication methods
and conditional access policies with microsoft intune next you ll discover how rbac and azure ad identity protection can be used to detect risks and secure information
in your organization you ll also explore concepts such as microsoft defender for endpoint and identity along with threat intelligence as you progress you ll uncover
additional tools and techniques to configure and manage microsoft 365 including azure information protection data loss prevention dlp and microsoft defender for
cloud apps by the end of this book you ll be well equipped to manage and implement security measures within your microsoft 365 suite successfully what you will
learn get up to speed with implementing and managing identity and access understand how to employ and manage threat protection manage microsoft 365 s
governance and compliance features implement and manage information protection techniques explore best practices for effective configuration and deployment
ensure security and compliance at all levels of microsoft 365 who this book is for this book is for it professionals administrators or anyone looking to pursue a career in
security administration and wants to enhance their skills in utilizing microsoft 365 security administration a basic understanding of administration principles of
microsoft 365 and azure active directory is a must a good grip of on premises active directory will be beneficial
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Mastering Social Media Mining with R 2015-09-23
extract valuable data from your social media sites and make better business decisions using r about this book explore the social media apis in r to capture data and
tame it employ the machine learning capabilities of r to gain optimal business value a hands on guide with real world examples to help you take advantage of the vast
opportunities that come with social media data who this book is for if you have basic knowledge of r in terms of its libraries and are aware of different machine
learning techniques this book is for you those with experience in data analysis who are interested in mining social media data will find this book useful what you will
learn access apis of popular social media sites and extract data perform sentiment analysis and identify trending topics measure ctr performance for social media
campaigns implement exploratory data analysis and correlation analysis build a logistic regression model to detect spam messages construct clusters of pictures
using the k means algorithm and identify popular personalities and destinations develop recommendation systems using collaborative filtering and the apriori
algorithm in detail with an increase in the number of users on the web the content generated has increased substantially bringing in the need to gain insights into the
untapped gold mine that is social media data for computational statistics r has an advantage over other languages in providing readily available data extraction and
transformation packages making it easier to carry out your etl tasks along with this its data visualization packages help users get a better understanding of the
underlying data distributions while its range of standard statistical packages simplify analysis of the data this book will teach you how powerful business cases are
solved by applying machine learning techniques on social media data you will learn about important and recent developments in the field of social media along with a
few advanced topics such as open authorization oauth through practical examples you will access data from r using apis of various social media sites such as twitter
facebook instagram github foursquare linkedin blogger and other networks we will provide you with detailed explanations on the implementation of various use cases
using r programming with this handy guide you will be ready to embark on your journey as an independent social media analyst style and approach this easy to follow
guide is packed with hands on step by step examples that will enable you to convert your real world social media data into useful practical information

R for SAS and SPSS Users 2009-03-02
while sas and spss have many things in common r is very different my goal in writing this book is to help you translate what you know about sas or spss into a working
knowledge of r as quickly and easily as possible i point out how they differ using terminology with which you are familiar and show you which add on packages will
provide results most like those from sas or spss i provide many example programs done in sas spss and r so that you can see how they compare topic by topic when
finished you should be able to use r to read data from various types of text files and sas spss datasets manage your data through transformations or recodes as well
as splitting merging and restructuring data sets create publication quality graphs including bar histogram pie line scatter regression box error bar and interaction plots
perform the basic types of analyses to measure strength of association and group differences and be able to know where to turn to cover much more complex
methods

Understanding Statistics Using R 2013-01-24
this book was written to provide resource materials for teachers to use in their introductory or intermediate statistics class the chapter content is ordered along the
lines of many popular statistics books so it should be easy to supplement the content and exercises with class lecture materials the book contains r script programs to
demonstrate important topics and concepts covered in a statistics course including probability random sampling population distribution types role of the central limit
theorem creation of sampling distributions for statistics and more the chapters contain t f quizzes to test basic knowledge of the topics covered in addition the book
chapters contain numerous exercises with answers or solutions to the exercises provided the chapter exercises reinforce an understanding of the statistical concepts
presented in the chapters an instructor can select any of the supplemental materials to enhance lectures and or provide additional coverage of concepts and topics in
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their statistics book

Biometric Systems 2011-10-21
biometric authentication has been widely used for access control and security systems over the past few years the purpose of this book is to provide the readers with
life cycle of different biometric authentication systems from their design and development to qualification and final application the major systems discussed in this
book include fingerprint identification face recognition iris segmentation and classification signature verification and other miscellaneous systems which describe
management policies of biometrics reliability measures pressure based typing and signature verification bio chemical systems and behavioral characteristics in
summary this book provides the students and the researchers with different approaches to develop biometric authentication systems and at the same time includes
state of the art approaches in their design and development the approaches have been thoroughly tested on standard databases and in real world applications

Computerworld 1999-09-20
for more than 40 years computerworld has been the leading source of technology news and information for it influencers worldwide computerworld s award winning
site computerworld com twice monthly publication focused conference series and custom research form the hub of the world s largest global it media network

Managing Quality 2003-02-28
managing quality provides a comprehensive review and critical analysis of quality management discourses and techniques by drawing on a number of management
disciplines such as operations management hrm organizational behaviour strategy marketing and organization theory the book introduces readers to key concepts
and issues in quality management provides an overview of both managerial and critical perspectives on quality management presents the wisdom of quality
management gurus documents the way quality is pursued in manufacturing service and public sector organizations compares and contrasts hard and soft
technologies of quality management critically reviews the rhetoric of tqm and business process re engineering bpr examines the consequences of quality on
stakeholders scrutinizes the language of quality management documents the mundane nature of quality managemnt practices through the use of real life case studies
managing quality is an up to date and student centered treatment of quality management that will be essential reading for undergraduate students of operations and
quality management it will also be extremely relevant to all mba students and useful reading for students of hrm organization theory and the sociology of
organizations

Juniper(r) Networks Secure Access SSL VPN Configuration Guide 2011-04-18
juniper networks secure access ssl vpn appliances provide a complete range of remote access appliances for the smallest companies up to the largest service
providers as a system administrator or security professional this comprehensive configuration guide will allow you to configure these appliances to allow remote and
mobile access for employees if you manage and secure a larger enterprise this book will help you to provide remote and or extranet access for employees partners
and customers from a single platform complete coverage of the juniper networks secure access ssl vpn line including the 700 2000 4000 6000 and 6000 sp learn to
scale your appliances to meet the demands of remote workers and offices use the new coordinated threat control with juniper networks idp to manage the security of
your entire enterprise
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PAREXEL's Pharmaceutical R & D Statistical Sourcebook 2002
this book outlines the new concept of user engineering and covers the diversity of users along with the business process that includes the design and the user s
experience processes although the concept of user experience ux has become popular the definition and the methodology are still ambiguous user engineering is
similar to the user centered design but differs in that its scope is not limited to the design process but concerns the whole manufacturing process and the whole usage
process i e the whole lifecycle of an artifact user s perspective is strongly emphasized in this book hence its stance is far from that of the marketing approach that
usually fails to notice the life and experiences of users after the purchase of an artifact as consumers theory of user engineering differentiates between the quality in
design and the quality in use and the objective quality characteristics and the subjective quality characteristics in addition to the user research using ethnographic
methods the author introduces a new approach based on the artifact evolution theory that can be adopted in the planning stage

Theory of User Engineering 2016-12-01
a comprehensive and multidisciplinary view of the emerging paradigm of user and open innovation offering both theoretical and empirical perspectives the last two
decades have witnessed an extraordinary growth of new models of managing and organizing the innovation process that emphasizes users over producers large parts
of the knowledge economy now routinely rely on users communities and open innovation approaches to solve important technological and organizational problems
this view of innovation pioneered by the economist eric von hippel counters the dominant paradigm which cast the profit seeking incentives of firms as the main driver
of technical change in a series of influential writings von hippel and colleagues found empirical evidence that flatly contradicted the producer centered model of
innovation since then the study of user driven innovation has continued and expanded with further empirical exploration of a distributed model of innovation that
includes communities and platforms in a variety of contexts and with the development of theory to explain the economic underpinnings of this still emerging paradigm
this volume provides a comprehensive and multidisciplinary view of the field of user and open innovation reflecting advances in the field over the last several decades
the contributors including many colleagues of eric von hippel offer both theoretical and empirical perspectives from such diverse fields as economics the history of
science and technology law management and policy the empirical contexts for their studies range from household goods to financial services after discussing the
fundamentals of user innovation the contributors cover communities and innovation legal aspects of user and community innovation new roles for user innovators
user interactions with firms and user innovation in practice describing experiments toolkits and crowdsourcing and crowdfunding contributors efe aksuyek yochai
benkler james bessen jörn h block annika bock helena canhão jeroen p j de jong emmanuelle fauchart dominique foray nikolaus franke johann füller helena garriga
fred gault fredrik hacklin dietmar harhoff joachim henkel cornelius herstatt christoph hienerth venkat kuppuswamy karim r lakhani christopher lettl christian lüthje
ethan mollick hidehiko nishikawa alessandro nuvolari susumu ogawa pedro oliveira stefan perkmann berger frank piller christina raasch susanne roiser fabrizio
salvador pamela samuelson tim schweisfurth sonali k shah christoph stockstrom katherine j strandburg stefan thomke andrew w torrance mary tripsas georg von
krogh

Review of the FAA 1982 national airspace system plan. 2016-03-04
this book addresses the rapidly changing citizen roles in innovation technology adoption intermediation market creation and legitimacy building for low carbon
solutions it links research in innovation studies sustainability transitions and science and technology studies and builds a new approach for the study of user
contributions to innovation and sociotechnical change citizen activities in energy transition gives detailed and empirically grounded overall appraisal of citizens active
technological engagement in the current energy transition in an era when internet connectivity has given rise to important new forms of citizen communities and
interactions it elaborates a new way to study users in sociotechnical change through long term ethnographic and historical research and reports its deployment in a
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major decade long line of investigation on user activities in small scale renewables addressing user contributions from the early years to the late proliferation stages
of small scale renewable energy technologies s rets it offers a much needed empirical and theoretical understanding of the dynamics of the activities in which users
are engaged over the course of sociotechnical change including innovation adoption adjustment intermediation community building digital communities market
creation and legitimacy creation this work is a must read for those seeking to understand the role of users in innovation energy systems change and the significance
of new digital communities in present and future sociotechnical change academics policymakers and managers are given a new resource to understand the demand
side of sociotechnical change beyond the patterns of investment adoption and social acceptance that have traditionally occupied their attention

Revolutionizing Innovation 2021-06-09
technology doesn t transform organizations people do in an era of technological and constant change companies are bombarded with urgent advice to become more
agile lean and digital billions are spent on digital transformation efforts with the promise that these efforts will increase competitive advantage yet even when only 30
percent of these efforts succeed this hard won competitive advantage only lasts until the next disruption before the cycle repeats causing transformation fatigue the
heart of transformation breaks this cycle by suggesting that the pace and complexity of change is too great and too complex to be addressed by a single change effort
or transformation the answer lies in the organization s greatest asset its people in the face of complexity it is the people and their ability to adapt and learn that are
the true engine of organizational change the heart of transformation outlines the six human capabilities exploring before executing learning before knowing
pathfinding before path following changing before protecting innovating before replicating and humanizing before organizing that create competitive advantage for
organizations organically quickly and from the bottom up the book translates those capabilities into simple and immediately adoptable behaviors for leaders and every
person in the organization it offers a new standard for organizational excellence one that is dependent on the organization s ability to be deeply human instead of
offering another one size fits all solution the heart of transformation reveals that by leveraging our most human of capabilities organizations can change better faster
and achieve excellence much quicker than imagined

Citizen Activities in Energy Transition 2021-07-03
learn php and mysql programming the quick and easy way easy visual approach uses demonstrations and real world examples to guide you step by step through
advanced techniques for dynamic development using php and mysql concise steps and explanations let you get up and running in no time essential reference guide
keeps you coming back again and again whether you re new to programming or an experienced veteran just needing to get up to speed on php and mysql this book
will teach you all you need to know including the latest changes in the languages and much more

The Heart of Transformation 2006
for more than 40 years computerworld has been the leading source of technology news and information for it influencers worldwide computerworld s award winning
site computerworld com twice monthly publication focused conference series and custom research form the hub of the world s largest global it media network

PAREXEL's Bio/pharmaceutical R & D Statistical Sourcebook 1999-04-12
nanoparticles may be used in industrial processes incorporated into consumer products or applied as biomedical agents isotopic radio labeling is one of the most
powerful methods for nanoparticle tracing in experimental studies this book presents an introduction to some commonly used nanomaterials describes various
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methods with which they may be radiolabeled and provides illustrative examples of applications of the labeled particles finally it discusses the use of nanomaterials in
radiotherapy the stable isotope labeling technique and operational health and safety aspects related to the manipulation of nanoparticles in controlled areas the book
will appeal to anyone involved in nanotechnology molecular imaging radiochemistry and nanomedicine

Official Summary of Security Transactions and Holdings Reported to the Securities and Exchange
Commission Under the Securities Exchange Act of 1934 and the Public Utility Holding Company Act
of 1935 2017-11-02
バックアップ活用テクニック は 1985年にスタートした雑誌 電子回路やプログラムの仕組みを理解して思い通りに改造する ハッカーの楽しみ を紹介する媒体でした 本書は 当時の印刷物からスキャニングした電子書籍です バックアップ活用テクニック 通称 バッ活 は 1985年7月15日 月刊 ラジ
オライフ の別冊として誕生 不定期刊行を経て 15号から独立創刊 季刊化 さらに31号より隔月刊となり 1994年の38号まで発刊されました その後はタイトルを ゲームラボ 通称 ゲーラボ としてリニューアル 98年には月刊化となります 総集編 の2冊と合わせると その数は実に40冊にのぼる
バッ活 パソコンや家庭用ゲーム機が普及し 盛り上がりを見せていた時代の熱気を ぜひ感じてみてください 目次 巻頭カラー特集 x68000全機種スピードup化改造 pc エンジン duo 徹底分析 改造テク 保存版 x68000スピードup化大改造 super nesを解析 pc エンジン
duo の実力を完全チェック アナログrgb化出力改造法 関連記事 x68000スピードup化大改造 x68000 xviハードディスク内蔵計画 関連記事 pc エンジン duo の実力を完全チェック 関連記事 アナログrgb化出力改造法 sfcアダプターの製作 rgb出力変換アダプタの製作
copy cat通信 読者投稿プログラム集 pc 9801用 プリンセスメーカー データエディタ 98ノート用 98ノート専用fddケーブルの製作 pc 8801用 super filer knight ver1 2va対応 x68000用 イース改造プログラム fm towns用 栄光は君に2 選手デー
タエディタ ポピュラス キャラクターエディタ メガドライブ用 sビデオ出力化改造テク msx2用 ソーサリアン名前変更 能力 アイテム改造ツール basic拡張ツール cmdモジュレータ 第3弾 msxにラベル処理を 構造化basicを シリーズ企画 ザ ゲーセン ゲームセンター機中古基板 販売
店 価格表 ゲーム改造テクニック asp用ファイラー 栄冠は君に2 選手データエディタ ファイラーコレクション 本格的ハッカー養成講座 第19回 x1 ハッカー養成講座 第11回 msx マシン語用語の基礎知識 バグ情報 青年の主張 ハード初級入門講座 電脳音楽倶楽部 a 舶来通信 アミガワール
ド インフォメーション リーダーズnet 再掲載人気投票 総目次 momentime 編集後記 編集部に現存する底本 最終原稿 が無いものについては編集途中の原稿を含む場合があります 一部に当時の印刷物による文字のかすれ 汚れ 欠損または文字の識別が難しい場合があります また 文字列のハイ
ライトや検索 辞書の参照 引用などの機能は使用できません 記述は掲載当時の情報にもとづいています 価格 仕様の変更等が行われていたり サービスが終了している場合があります 本書はあくまで報道の見地から 事実 を掲載したものです 事実 を実際に行い 万が一事故やトラブルに巻き込まれた場合でも
小社および筆者は一切の責任を負いかねます 本書に掲載された情報の取り扱いはすべて自己責任で行ってください

PHP and MySQL for Dynamic Web Sites 1999-09-27
fiscal health for local governments offers a how to approach to identifying and solving financial problems its principal selling point lies in its assumptions instead of
using the vocabulary and research agendas of economist finance scholars and political scientists it will appeal to readers who lack sophisticated knowledge in these
areas and nevertheless need practical advice the book stems from the fiscal health education program an applied economics program at the university of minnesota it
uses three measures of fiscal health financial condition trend analysis and financial trend monitoring system as the basis for advocating particular fiscal strategies the
book examines the tools that can be used to assess the condition of a local government s fiscal health and some of the policy causes or remedies for certain situations
as well as some of the strategies governments can pursue to maintain and improve health it will serve as a primer for readers interested in understanding financial
processes and alternatives and as a practical guide for those who need access to fiscal measurement tools how to approach will appeal to readers who lack
sophisticated knowledge contains discussion questions and anonymous case studies of actual cities and municipalities presents practical methods for identifying and
solving common fiscal problems

Computerworld 1999
this book maps describes and further explores all contemporary forms of interaction between radio and its public with a specific focus on those forms of content co
creation that link producers and listeners each essay will analyze one or more case studies piecing together a map of emerging co creation practices in contemporary
radio contributors describe the rise of a new class of radio listeners the networked ones networked audiences are made up of listeners that are not only able to
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produce written and audio content for radio and co create along with the radio producers even definitively bypassing the central hub of the radio station by making
podcasts but that also produce social data calling for an alternative rating system which is less focused on attention and more on other sources such as engagement
sentiment affection reputation and influence what are the economic and political consequences of this paradigm shift how are radio audiences perceived by radio
producers in this new radioscape what s the true value of radio audiences in this new frame how do radio audiences take part in the radio flow in this age are
audiences interactions and co creations overrated or underrated by radio producers to what extent listeners generated content can be considered a form of
participation or free labour exploitation what s the role of community radio in this new context these are some of the many issues that this book aims to explore visit
facebook com pages radio audience and participation in the age of network society 869169869799842 for the book s facebook page

House Document 2016-03-30
covers receipts and expenditures of appropriations and other funds

Isotopes in Nanoparticles 2018-04-16
the series covers new developments in computer technology most chapters present an overview of a current subfield within computers with many citations and often
include new developments in the field by the authors of the individual chapters topics include hardware software theoretical underpinnings of computing and novel
applications of computers this current volume emphasizes architectural advances and includes five chapters on hardware development games for mobile devices such
as cell phones and open source software development the book series is a valuable addition to university courses that emphasize the topics under discussion in that
particular volume as well as belonging on the bookshelf of industrial practitioners who need to implement many of the technologies that are described current
information on power requirements for new processors development of games for devices with limited screen sizes e g cellular telephones open source software
development multicore processors

バックアップ活用テクニック PART25 2003-12-18
learn best practices for building bots by focusing on the technological implementation and ux in this practical book you will cover key topics such as setting up a
development environment for creating chatbots for multiple channels facebook messenger skype and kik building a chatbot design to implementation integrating to
iftt if this then that and iot internet of things carrying out analytics and metrics for chatbots and most importantly monetizing models and business sense for chatbots
build better chatbots is easy to follow with code snippets provided in the book and complete code open sourced and available to download with facebook opening up
its messenger platform for developers followed by microsoft opening up skype for development a new channel has emerged for brands to acquire engage and service
customers on chat with chatbots what you will learn work with the bot development life cycle master bot ux design integrate into the bot ecosystem maximize the
business and monetization potential for bots who this book is for developers programmers and hobbyists who have basic programming knowledge the book can be
used by existing chatbot developers to gain a better understanding of analytics and the business side of bots

Fiscal Health for Local Governments 2014-12-05
since publication of the first edition in 1988 this book has established itself as the premier reference text for nurses nursing administrators nursing students and other
health care professionals who seek a state of the art review of the role of it in the nursing profession the third edition of this seminal work keeps readers at the
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forefront of the rapidly evolving field of nursing informatics examining new trends and thoroughly updating and revising all content new chapters include selecting a
nursing informatics consultant project management consumer informatics data mining education cme patient electronic medical imaging nursing informatics
competencies telehealth and implications business process reengineering nursing s role in telehealth

Radio Audiences and Participation in the Age of Network Society 1999
revised and significantly expanded the fifth edition of this classic work offers both new and substantially updated information as the definitive reference on fire
protection engineering this book provides thorough treatment of the current best practices in fire protection engineering and performance based fire safety over 130
eminent fire engineers and researchers contributed chapters to the book representing universities and professional organizations around the world it remains the
indispensible source for reliable coverage of fire safety engineering fundamentals fire dynamics hazard calculations fire risk analysis modeling and more with
seventeen new chapters and over 1 800 figures the this new edition contains step by step equations that explain engineering calculations comprehensive revision of
the coverage of human behavior in fire including several new chapters on egress system design occupant evacuation scenarios combustion toxicity and data for
human behavior analysis revised fundamental chapters for a stronger sense of context added chapters on fire protection system selection and design including
selection of fire safety systems system activation and controls and co2 extinguishing systems recent advances in fire resistance design addition of new chapters on
industrial fire protection including vapor clouds effects of thermal radiation on people bleves dust explosions and gas and vapor explosions new chapters on fire load
density curtain walls wildland fires and vehicle tunnels essential reference appendices on conversion factors thermophysical property data fuel properties and
combustion data configuration factors and piping properties three volume set not available separately

Statement of Disbursements of the House as Compiled by the Chief Administrative Officer from ...
1998-11
this book constitutes the proceedings of the 17th international conference on information systems and applications wisa 2020 held in guangzhou china in september
2020 the 42 full papers and 16 short papers presented were carefully reviewed and selected from 165 submissions the papers are grouped in topical sections on world
wide web recommendation query processing and algorithm natural language processing machine learning graph query edge computing and data mining data privacy
and security and blockchain

Commerce Business Daily 2011-09-21
this book reviews the scientific evidence relevant to assessing the recidivism risk of sex offenders as well as the issues related to sex offenders in considerable detail
it is not an attempt for creating sympathy for sex offenders substantial numbers of psychologists claim they can accurately identify the recidivism risk of sex offenders
despite the very limited peer reviewed data related to these claims many psychologists insist the scientific evidence supports their efforts in this regard too often the
issues detailed in these chapters have been overlooked and or misinterpreted as

Advances in Computers 2017-12-13
test and design for testability in mixed signal integrated circuits deals with test and design for test of analog and mixed signal integrated circuits especially in system
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on chip soc where different technologies are intertwined analog digital sensors rf test is becoming a true bottleneck of present and future ic projects linking design
and test in these heterogeneous systems will have a tremendous impact in terms of test time cost and proficiency although it is recognized as a key issue for
developing complex ics there is still a lack of structured references presenting the major topics in this area the aim of this book is to present basic concepts and new
ideas in a manner understandable for both professionals and students since this is an active research field a comprehensive state of the art overview is very valuable
introducing the main problems as well as the ways of solution that seem promising emphasizing their basis strengths and weaknesses in essence several topics are
presented in detail first of all techniques for the efficient use of dsp based test and cad test tools standardization is another topic considered in the book with focus on
the ieee 1149 4 also addressed in depth is the connecting design and test by means of using high level behavioural description techniques specific examples are
given another issue is related to test techniques for well defined classes of integrated blocks like data converters and phase locked loops besides these specification
driven testing techniques fault driven approaches are described as they offer potential solutions which are more similar to digital test methods finally in design for
testability and built in self test two other concepts that were taken from digital design are introduced in an analog context and illustrated for the case of integrated
filters in summary the purpose of this book is to provide a glimpse on recent research results in the area of testing mixed signal integrated circuits specifically in the
topics mentioned above much of the work reported herein has been performed within cooperative european research projects in which the authors of the different
chapters have actively collaborated it is a representative snapshot of the current state of the art in this emergent field

Build Better Chatbots 2000-03-30
every 3rd issue is a quarterly cumulation

Nursing Informatics 2015-10-07
for more than 40 years computerworld has been the leading source of technology news and information for it influencers worldwide computerworld s award winning
site computerworld com twice monthly publication focused conference series and custom research form the hub of the world s largest global it media network

SFPE Handbook of Fire Protection Engineering 2020-09-22
cognitive virtual bots are taking the technology and user experience world by storm this book provides clear guidance on how different cognitive platforms can be
used to develop cognitive virtual assistants that enable a conversation by using dialogflow and advanced natural language processing you will start by understanding
the technology landscape and various use cases that cognitive virtual assistants can be used in early chapters will take you through the basics of cognitive virtual
assistants before moving onto advanced concepts and hands on examples of using ibm watson assistant and its advanced configurations with watson discovery
services watson knowledge studio and spellchecker service you ll then examine integrations that enrich the cognitive virtual assistant by providing data around
weather locations stock markets the book concludes by providing a glimpse of what to expect in the future for cognitive virtual assistants what you ll learn review the
fundamentals of cognitive virtual assistants develop a cognitive virtual assistant from scratch using ibm watson platform integrate and enrich your virtual agent with
other services such as weather location and stocks instantly deliver your bot on major messaging channels such as skype sms and webchattrain your cognitive virtual
agent on specific use cases who this book is forai and machine learning engineers cognitive solutions architects and developers would find the book extremely useful
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Web Information Systems and Applications 2004
explore expert tips and techniques to effectively manage the security compliance and identity features within your microsoft 365 applications purchase of the print or
kindle book includes a free pdf ebook key features discover techniques to reap the full potential of microsoft security and compliance suite explore a range of
strategies for effective security and compliance gain practical knowledge to resolve real world challenges book description the microsoft 365 security compliance and
identity administration is designed to help you manage implement and monitor security and compliance solutions for microsoft 365 environments with this book you ll
first configure administer identity and access within microsoft 365 you ll learn about hybrid identity authentication methods and conditional access policies with
microsoft intune next you ll discover how rbac and azure ad identity protection can be used to detect risks and secure information in your organization you ll also
explore concepts such as microsoft defender for endpoint and identity along with threat intelligence as you progress you ll uncover additional tools and techniques to
configure and manage microsoft 365 including azure information protection data loss prevention dlp and microsoft defender for cloud apps by the end of this book you
ll be well equipped to manage and implement security measures within your microsoft 365 suite successfully what you will learn get up to speed with implementing
and managing identity and access understand how to employ and manage threat protection manage microsoft 365 s governance and compliance features implement
and manage information protection techniques explore best practices for effective configuration and deployment ensure security and compliance at all levels of
microsoft 365 who this book is for this book is for it professionals administrators or anyone looking to pursue a career in security administration and wants to enhance
their skills in utilizing microsoft 365 security administration a basic understanding of administration principles of microsoft 365 and azure active directory is a must a
good grip of on premises active directory will be beneficial

Gold Line Phase II, Pasadena to Montclair, Los Angeles and San Bernardino Counties 2004

The Port of Long Beach, Pier J South Marine Terminal 1985

Assessing Sex Offenders 2010-02-23

Army Reserve REQUEST User Manual 2000

Test and Design-for-Testability in Mixed-Signal Integrated Circuits 1988

Book Review Index 1999-09-06
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Macworld 2019-12-14

Computerworld 1987

Developing Cognitive Bots Using the IBM Watson Engine 2023-08-18

Personal Computers for Scientists

Microsoft 365 Security, Compliance, and Identity Administration
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